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Abstract

These days, the distribution of smartphones and app diversity keep growing so
that the numbers of apps and downloads are constantly increasing. But do users
know how much time they actually spend on apps per day? This work describes
the development of an Android application which should give users insight into
their own app usage. It is part of the AppScrobbler project which attempts to
understand smartphone usage in context for different services. For the devel-
opment of the app, the most comprehensible data visualisations needed to be
discovered in order to allow users to draw sound conclusions. Data visualisation
ideas were sketched on paper and evaluated through a study which consisted
of an informal, open-ended interview. visualisations showing the most used
apps, reachability information and stereotypes seemed very popular. However,
there was a common lack of interest in the number of installed apps. Most
participants raised privacy concerns, mainly about the constant location track-
ing. Some also wished to hide particular apps from their friends. Before the
implementation, the user interface was designed using wireframes. Several test
versions were deployed and the received feedback flowed into the further devel-
opment following the iterative design process. Finally, the app is ready to be
released to the public.
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1. Introduction

This first chapter introduces the topic of this thesis. The first section describes
the current situation and gives reasons for the aim explained in the second
section. The last section of this chapter gives an overview of the following
chapter contents.

1.1. Motivation

Nowadays, smartphones become more and more ubiquitous. Over 50% of world-
wide sold cell phones are smartphones.1 More and new integrated sensors and
fast Internet connections have opened endless possibilities for application (app)
developers. Features prior only reserved to notebooks have come to mobile
phones, such as VoIP2 communication. As a result, the number of apps is
constantly increasing. For instance, over 1 million apps are available for Android
on Google Play.3 Additionally, the number of downloads is growing quickly and
it is expected to surpass 131.7 billion in 2014.4 Since apps make the smartphone
multifunctional by offering a lot more than communication services, the time
spent on mobile phones is steadily increasing too. People adopt the newly
offered possibilities. In fact, figure 1.1 of a report by the Pew Research Center5

shows that the percentages of people using their cell phone to access the Internet
and install new apps are constantly growing.

Figure 1.1.: Cell phone activities

1http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2573415. 31.03.2014.
2Voice over Internet Protocol
3http://www.technobuffalo.com/2013/07/24/google-70m-android-tablets-1-

million-android-apps/. 31.03.2014.
4http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2153215. 31.03.2014.
5http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/09/19/cell-phone-activities-2013/. 31.03.2014.
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1. Introduction

1.2. Goal

The goal of this thesis is to give users insight into their own app usage through
a mobile application. Android is the used mobile platform because it offers
the needed openness for the usage tracking. Before representations are thought
of, the available data needs to be understood. Then, comprehensible, easy to
grasp and meaningful data visualisations need to be discovered and realized.
This includes comparisons with friends gathered by social network integration
and the sharing of representations with other channels. In consequence, users
should be able to gain unique insights and to draw sound conclusions. A crucial
step is to get to know the types of data which users would like to see plotted and
with which users have problems to be tracked. Furthermore, ways of visualising
the collected data of mobile application loggers used in large-scale studies should
be demonstrated. Until now, no app on Google Play focuses on giving users
detailed insight into their app usage.

1.3. Overview of thesis

The following chapters are structured as follows. In chapter 2, the features for
this work are explained. This contains the AppScrobbler project of which the
developed app is part. Chapter 3 summarizes related work and shows where
this work fits in. The conceptualisation is described in chapter 4 which includes
the search for and evaluation of possible visualisations and the description of the
user interface. The technical part of the development is explained in chapter 5.
At the end, this work is summed up and an outlook is made in chapter 6.
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2. Foundation

This chapter introduces the AppScrobbler project which the developed app is
part of in the first section. The concepts of information visualisation and REST
are explained in the following sections.

2.1. AppScrobbler project

This work is part of the AppScrobbler project which is based on the work by
Matthias Böhmer et al. [1, 2]. The main interest lies in people’s app usage by
location and over time. The project uses a client-server architecture. The server
hosts a website, a RESTful interface, described in 2.3, for the communication
with clients and a database for storing the usage data. A library for Android
developers will be made available for integration into their app.

The website will offer a platform which connects app developers, scientists
interested in app usage behaviour and users. Developers will be able to access
statistics of their apps’ users tracked by the integrated library. Scientists will
find a place to ask the community for data for conducting their research. Users
will have the possibility to expose their app usage data to research projects.
In fact, the privacy aspect plays an important role in the development. In the
long term, users could get paid a small contribution by scientists in return for
giving their data.

The app whose development is described in this thesis is also called AppScrob-
bler. An early version of the library is integrated. The app should provide users
with insight into their own usage data optimized to the mobile device’s smal-
ler screen without having to look at the project’s website. The understanding
of the collected data is the very first crucial step in the development of data
visualisations.

2.2. Information visualisation

Information visualisation has many slightly different definitions, which will be
investigated now, in order to gain a better understanding of the term. According
to the Macmillan Dictionary1, the term information means knowledge or facts
about someone or something. If it appears before a noun like in this case,
it means providing information. Thus, the term could be transformed into
visualisations providing information. visualisation is derived from the verb
visualise which means to form a picture of someone or something in your mind.
Hence, the meaning of the term is to create a picture of facts in the observer’s

1http://www.macmillandictionary.com/. 31.03.2014.
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mind. The term is mostly used for the field of study which deals with visual
representations of abstract data to reinforce human cognition.

2.3. RESTful interface

Representational state transfer (REST) is an architectural style.2 The under-
lying concept is that a resource is available on a web server and unambiguously
identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). Clients use HTTP methods
to determine what should happen with a resource.

• POST creates a new resource.

• GET retrieves the specified resource.

• PUT updates the specified resource.

• DELETE deletes the specified resource.

Often, the data objects between the clients and the server are sent in the human-
readable format JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) consisting of name-value
pairs and ordered lists of values.3 Now, a service has a RESTful interface when
it has been built with this architectural style.

2http://www.ics.uci.edu/~fielding/pubs/dissertation/rest_arch_style.htm.
31.03.2014.

3http://json.org/. 31.03.2014.
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3. Related work

This chapter summarizes the current situation in the research area of mobile
data logging and usage in the first section. The second section describes in-
spiration for information visualisation. Then, some similar apps are listed in
the third section. In the last part of this chapter, this work is compared to the
mentioned related ones.

3.1. Mobile data logging and usage

Rachel Demumieux et al. [4] evaluated the usage and the usability of mobile
phones in 2005. User interactions needed to be observed in real situations in-
stead of in the laboratory, without causing any inconvenience with the users.
Therefore, they developed a logger application for mobile phones with an open
operating system like Windows CE as well as Symbian 6 and 7. The logger
kept records of the navigation and of the frequency and duration of used func-
tionalities. With the collected data, they wanted to identify and understand
user’s real usage in order to create profiles and to provide ergonomic recom-
mendations for designing new interfaces. They described a first field study with
eleven participants. From the results, they concluded that this approach had
the potential to furnish objective data on usages and interaction with mobile
phones. Nevertheless, they stressed the privacy of the collected data. The tool
may be considered as intrusion in private life. In the conclusion, they stated
that it was nearly impossible to observe the whole context of usage. For ex-
ample, such a logger could not determine if a user fully concentrates on writing
an SMS or if they is talking to a friend at the same time. In contrast to other
studies, they gave the participants the possibility to obtain their own data at
the end of the study if they wanted. But did the participants know how to draw
sound conclusions from their own raw data? It can already be time-consuming
to understand the data. Researchers could give users comprehensible visual
insight into their collected data. Besides, the researchers would also benefit by
seeking user-understandable visualisations. As this disclosure could influence
the users’ behaviour during a study, it could also be made afterwards as a kind
of reward.

In 2009, Hannu Verkasalo studied how mobile services are used in different
daily contexts [13]. He divided the context into home, office and on the move.
An algorithm automated this classification based on an analysis of collected us-
age data. Thus, he developed a logger application for the Nokia S60. The usage
data consisted of app usage times and hourly logged active cell-ids as location
information. Data of 861 users were collected for at least three weeks. The al-
gorithm accurately identified the three separate contexts for 37.63% (324 users).
The classification failed for people who worked in different places and people
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who worked irregularly like students and unemployed people. Poor cell-id re-
ception was another complicating factor. To evaluate the algorithm, pop-up
questions prompted more than 100 users to give their current context. 87 par-
ticipants answered. In fact, 70% of the classifications were correct. On the
move, people particularly used multimedia and Internet services. Voice call
received more usage at home. On average, the smartphone was used most at
home, mainly with gaming and configuration. Legacy SMS and voice services
experienced a more evenly distributed usage among the three contexts. A seam-
less cell-id logging, a higher logging frequency of cell-ids or GPS data would
improve the accuracy of the algorithm. In conclusion, the division into the
three contexts could be used for a visualisation but the location would need
to be tracked and a feedback option to correct the context in case it has been
classified wrongly would have to be given.

Gokul Chittaranjan et al. [3] investigated the relationship between smart-
phone usage data and self-reported Big Five personality traits in 2011. The
Big Five factors are extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional
stability and openness to experience. The data consisted of logs of calls, SMS,
Bluetooth scans, calling profiles and application usage. They concluded that
several aggregated features can be indicators of the Big Five traits. So, they
presented a machine learning method which yielded the best results while being
gender-dependent and not only relying on application usage. For some traits no
application usage correlation was found at all. However, the idea of deducing
people’s characteristics from their phone usage data could serve as basis for a
data visualisation.

In 2012, Ahmad Rahmati et al. [10] analysed the socio-economic status (SES)
influences on smartphone usage. SES is a measure based on income, education
and occupation.1 They distributed jailbreaked iPhones with an installed logger
to 34 participants, grouped by high, low and very low SES. The study lasted
between six and twelve months. The results indicated that a small number
of applications and websites dominated the usage. In fact, the top ten apps
made out about 90% of the phone usage. However, the app usage was diverse
throughout the study in terms of duration and frequency. Concerning the dif-
ferences between the groups, phone usage and the money spent on apps per
month increased with decreasing SES. Besides, the very low SES group stayed
longer on religious and adult websites but shorter on institutional websites than
both other groups. To conclude, visualisations should be easy to understand
for people of every background.

Hossein Falaki et al. [7] studied the impacts of smartphone usage on network
and energy usage in 2010. They developed a logger application for Android
and Windows Mobile smartphones. 33 Android and 222 Windows Mobile users
participated in their study between 7 to 28 weeks. They logged application
usage, network traffic and energy drain. In the results, they found immense
diversity among users. On average, the number of interactions with the phone
varied from 10 to 200 times a day. The mean interaction length of different

1https://www.apa.org/topics/socioeconomic-status/index.aspx. 31.03.2014.
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3.1. Mobile data logging and usage

Figure 3.1.: Number of apps used in a session taken from the paper by Matthias
Böhmer et al. [1].

users varied from 10 to 250 seconds. They concluded that the smartphone
should learn from and adapt to each user as the usage is enormously diverse.

In 2011, Matthias Böhmer et al. [1] studied mobile application usage in a
large-scale research study. They implemented a virtual sensor called AppSensor
as a background service on Android to track installations, updates, removals
but also openings and closings of apps. From the timestamps of the two last-
mentioned events they deduced the usage times. Furthermore, they collected
other context information like location, battery status as well as wireless and
Bluetooth states. For the large-scale study, they deployed a mobile app recom-
mender named appazaar which integrates the AppSensor on the Android app
store. They collected app usage data of 4125 users over six months. On average,
smartphone usage lasted 59 minutes per day, but an app session took only 72
seconds. Participants used their smartphones still mostly for communication.
Furthermore, single app sessions were much more frequent than sessions with
two or more apps as seen in figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows that smartphone usage
was low during night and that it increased over the morning reaching its peak
in the late afternoon around 6pm. The data visualisations found in this paper
served as inspiration for this work.

In the same year, Trinh Minh Tri Do et al. [6] analysed the relationship
between the phone usage and the physical and social context. They developed
a logger application for the Nokia N95 which tracked phone usage but also
GPS data and nearby Bluetooth devices. From the findings a study with 77
participants over nine months of usage, they concluded that mobile phones
could use both contextual cues to adapt to the current situation by providing
the right content.

A few frameworks similar to the AppScrobbler library exist. The Funf Open
Sensing Framework2 can be integrated into one’s app to trace a wide range of
data types. The AWARE: Android mobile context instrumentation framework3

2http://www.funf.org. 31.03.2014.
3http://www.awareframework.com. 31.03.2014.
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Figure 3.2.: Daily average usage duration of opened apps per launch in minutes
taken from the paper by Matthias Böhmer et al. [1]

follows a different direction by offering an extra data collection app which makes
the data available to other apps. The AppScrobbler library is different and more
light-weight as it focuses on tracking app usage only.

3.2. Information visualisation

The reading of the books about information visualisation by Edward R. Tufte
[11, 12] and by Nathan Yau [14] was very insightful. Both authors stress the
need of knowing the source material to explain interesting points and they
demonstrate many different ways of representing data clearly.

The search for inspiration plays an important role in the process of brain-
storming visualisations. When keeping a lookout for a term regrouping the
measuring and visualisation of everyday activities, one stumbles immediately
over Quantified Self. It is a movement whose followers log their inputs such as
what they eat, states such as their body temperature, and performance such
as their sport achievements in their daily life.4 A popular logging gadget is the
Nike FuelBand - an electronic bangle that tracks activity.5

3.3. Similar apps

To this day, only some apps have offered some basic phone usage statistics.

For instance, AppTicker6 is designed to share one’s app usage on Facebook.
It is developed at the hciLab at the University of Stuttgart. One basic data
visualisation is included. It shows the used apps aggregated over the days,
weeks and months, but it does not reveal numbers.

4http://quantifiedself.fi/. 31.03.2014.
5http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/nov/12/nike-fuelband-se-review-

fitness-tracker. 31.03.2014.
6http://projects.hcilab.org/AppTicker/. 31.03.2014.
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42matters AG7 developed AppAware. It was a social-driven app recommender
that tracked only the installations, updates and uninstallations of apps. The
other users but even more one’s friends - provided that one is logged in with
a social network account - influenced the suggestions shown to the user. Fur-
thermore, one could have a look at the apps installed by one’s friends. In 2010,
Andrea Girardello et al. [8] described the work in progress of an early version
of the app. They argued that a prerequisite of application portals is that users
must exactly know what they need. To facilitate the discovery of apps, they
developed AppAware, an app in which users learn among each other. It was
based on a client-server architecture. The client, i.e. the app installed on smart-
phones, communicated through a RESTful interface, which is explained in 2.3,
with the server. In addition to the app installation events, the location was
tracked. Users could see what was installed around them. Furthermore, they
implemented a visualisation of app installation events in the user’s proximity
using augmented reality by implementing a layer for the app Layer8. Other
app statistics were simple lists of the top installed, top updated, top removed
applications as well as top applications for the user’s device and featured ap-
plications based on installations and removals of every user. The first public
release in February 2010 was appreciated by the Android community in gen-
eral. However, it was shelved in December 2013 for a new personalized app
guide called Playboard9 which does not track app usage.

A more context-aware app recommender is Frappé10, which is developed by
Telefónica Research. It takes features such as the country, the time of the day,
the day of the week and the weather situation into account. In addition to
the recommender system, a few data visualisations are included as shown in
figure 3.3.

A lock screen widget included in the Fairphone11 operating system, which
is built on Android, lists the five most used and the five recently used apps to
quickly launch one of them.12 Both two options can also be set among others
in the AppKicker13 widget which displays the icons of the apps that the user
most likely launches next.

The Apple iOS app App Stat, which is not available anymore, showed one’s
frequency of use and usage time per app as well as the time when one had last
used it in a simple list ordered by frequency.

Menthal14 is another app for Android which provides users with feedback on
their phone usage. It has been developed by a research group in the University
of Bonn. The main goal is to allow the user to maintain a sustainable digital
lifestyle by making them aware of the time spent on the phone and on each
app in particular. In addition to this, they should get to know how important

7https://42matters.com/. 31.03.2014.
8https://www.layar.com/. 31.03.2014.
9http://playboard.me/. 31.03.2014.

10http://frappe.cc/. 31.03.2014.
11http://www.fairphone.com/. 31.03.2014.
12https://vimeo.com/75009732. 31.03.2014.
13https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.appkicker.app. 31.03.2014.
14http://menthal.org/. 31.03.2014.
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Figure 3.3.: Statistics screen in Frappé taken from http://frappe.cc/.
31.03.2014.

events in their life affect their phone usage. Therefore, it tracks the app usage,
social interactions, location, app installations and removals in the background.
Data of the mood state is gathered by asking the user at definable intervals.
The app usage results are presented as a list of the used apps ordered by their
usage time and as a list of the last days with their total usage time.

3.4. Conclusion

Unlike most of the mentioned logger applications of research studies, this app
will not only collect data but also give the users insight into their own data.
However, the app of this work will not include a recommender system like
AppAware and Frappé. People may still discover new apps by having a look
at their friends’ phone usage. The focus of this app lies more on clear data
visualisations and social features such as comparisons with friends within the
app as well as the sharing of app usage data. Privacy options will be included
to give users control mechanisms over their data.

10
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4. Concept

This chapter describes the conceptualisation of the app. In the first section,
the used iterative design process is explained. Then, there were three directions
whose reflection process is described in the following: the multimodal interac-
tion with mobile devices, the social features and the visualisations on mobile
devices. The possible visualisations are then evaluated in a study described in
the fifth section. The results of this study served as a basis for the implemented
visualisations and user interface in general which is covered in the last part of
this chapter.

4.1. Iterative design process

According to the book Interaction Design: beyond human-computer interaction
by Yvonne Rogers et al. [10] (page 329), ”iteration allows designs to be refined
based on feedback”. Users and developers start to interact with each other
because both groups have different viewpoints, diverse experiences and know-
ledge. This forces the revision of the work in a different light which is repeated
again and again.

In this work, the first revision took place with the evaluation of possible
visualisations sketched on paper. During the implementation phase, alpha and
beta versions of the app were tested with a group of people through the Google
Play Developer Console. The feedback was collected directly through the online
group but also through other means of communication and it contributed to
the further development. The number of testers was increased with every new
release. For the sake of completeness, the releases are listed with their changes
in the appendix A on page 57.

4.2. Multimodal interaction

The main multimodal features available on smartphones are audio signals and
tactical feedback via vibration. They could be used for notifications about
friends using an app more or less than oneself. Also, the user could be notified
if they use an app too much by letting her set their own rules but this idea
was already implemented in the app AppDetox 1. Since the usefulness of these
feedback options is limited for this work, they will be discarded. In the fol-
lowing, the focus lies on the other two promising pillars of social features and
visualisations whose combination fits well together.

1https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.dfki.appdetox. 31.03.2014.
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4.3. Social features

Social features could increase users’ engagement with the app. Three possible
ways of making an app social are dealt with in the following: integration of every
other user, integration of friends and social features provided by the operating
system.

For the integration of all the other users of the app, their data could be added
to the visualisations of the single user’s data to enable comparison. Statistical
numbers like average, median and standard deviation of all the users seem most
promising. They could be added to graphs as baseline by default or only on
user request. The app could also be location sensitive, detect nearby users
and enable interaction with them or simply list the apps which have been used
around the current location by everybody.

The integration of friends would make the same representations possible, only
restricted to a smaller, familiar part of all the users. Thus, the app could feel
more personal. A friend list could be gathered when the user logs in through
the integration of a social network. Since Facebook has still the most users2, it
seems reasonable to include its login.

The third way is to use the available social features of the underlying oper-
ating system and other installed apps. On Android, it is easy to share content
like representations with other installed apps having implemented a receiver
interface. As mentioned already before and inspired by the previous two ideas,
there could be notifications about having used an app more or less than a friend
or than the average of all the users.

4.4. Possible visualisations

After the understanding of which data are collected and which social features
are possible, the focus lied on the representation of the data. The reading of
the books about information visualisation by Edward R. Tufte [11, 12] and by
Nathan Yau [14] was very insightful.

The data visualisation ideas were sketched on paper while having simplicity in
mind. Besides, the space restrictions on the screens of mobile devices had been
taken into account. Social features were added when it was possible. Finally,
the over 41 sketches were grouped into 12 categories which are mainly based
on the used data type and common characteristics and labelled from A to L.
The sketches can be found in the appendix from page 33. In the following, the
categories with a short explanation of each sketch are listed.

A. Usage time over the day per app, of the average or of the sum of all the
apps

This could be represented as bar chart like in sketch A.1 or as line chart to
add lines of friends’ app usage or of other own apps for comparison like in
sketch A.2.

2http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/12/30/social-media-update-2013/. 31.03.2014.
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B. Usage time per day per app or of the average of all the apps

The usage time per day per app or of the average of all the apps could be
displayed as number like in sketch A.3 and A.4, as bar chart over a period
of time like in sketch A.5 or as line chart to add lines of friends’ app usage
or of other own apps for comparison like in sketch A.6. Else, a kind of high
score table showing one’s friends’ average usage time like in sketch A.7, a
scatter plot with the number of the installed apps assigned to the horizontal
axis and with the average smartphone usage time assigned to the vertical
axis showing one’s and one’s friends’ data like in sketch A.8, and a scale like
in sketch A.9 are imaginable.

C. Total usage time of one app or of all the apps

This could be represented as number like in sketch A.10, as circles like in
sketch A.11 or as a kind of high score table showing one’s friends’ total
usage time like in sketch A.12.

D. List of most used apps of oneself or of (oneself with) friends

A list of the most used apps of oneself or of (oneself with) friends like
in sketch A.13 is imaginable. An app category filter like in sketch A.14,
trend indicators like in sketch A.15 or friend app usage indicators like in
sketch A.16 could be added. Another idea of making this visualisation more
social is to sum up one’s and one’s friends’ usage times like in sketch A.17
and to expand a list entry on touch with detailed distribution information
like in sketch A.19. A list could also show one’s friends with their name, a
picture of them and their most used app like in sketch A.18.

E. Stereotypes

Stereotypes could be created based on the app categories in Google Play.
Gokul Chittaranjan et al. [3] analysed the relationship between mobile
phone usage and self-reported Big-Five personality traits but relied on more
data than on only the app usage interactions. A simplified system based
on app categories would be open for changes and expansions. 100% could
be distributed on all possible types and represented as bar chart like in
sketch A.20 or as pie chart like in sketch A.21. Another way of representation
would be a radar chart like in sketch A.22 but here each type could reach
100%.

F. List of most launched apps of oneself or of (oneself with) friends

A list of the most launched apps of oneself or of (oneself with) friends could
also be displayed like in sketch A.23. Here, the same ideas from point D
could be applied too. The only difference would be that the numbers of app
launches are shown instead of usage times.

G. Number of installed apps

The number of installed apps could be represented in different ways. In the
sketches A.24 and A.25, the current number is shown. The number over the
time could also be drawn as line chart like in sketch A.26 or with an option
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to compare oneself with friends like in sketch A.27. Another idea is to use
a scatter plot with the number of apps assigned to the horizontal axis and
the percent of friends having installed the amount of apps assigned to the
vertical axis like in sketch A.28.

H. Communication information

Communication information could be concluded from the app usage. One’s
communication type could be shown on a scale like in sketch A.29. Altern-
atively, the reachability could be shown over the day as line chart like in
sketch A.30 or as heat map like in sketch A.31. This information could also
be summed up into one sentence like in sketches A.32 and A.33.

I. Location and real time data

Since the location could be tracked too, a list of apps used around the
current location like in sketch A.34 or a real-time map with markers of
one’s friends and their used app like in sketch A.35 could be used. For
the latter, the position could also be left out like in sketch A.36. Using
the location data, a map with regions coloured by the usage intensity of an
app become possible like in sketch A.37. A different idea is have a look at
the app usage distribution over home, work place and on the move like in
sketch A.38 inspired by Hannu Verkasalo [13].

J. Calendar

A calendar of the phone usage is also imaginable. A month view with days
whose colour intensity increases with the phone usage could be completed
with app installations and removals indicated as small icons with numbers
of occurrences like in sketch A.39.

K. App page

An app page could summarize a variety of already described information of
a particular app like in sketch A.40.

• Installation date(s) and possible uninstallation date(s) as list or as a
timeline

• Total usage time

• Average usage time per day with the maximum value and correspond-
ing date

• Average usage time over the day as bar chart

• Name of the friend using this app the most or the number of friends
using this app

• App’s category

L. Profile page

A profile page could summarize a variety of already described information
of a particular user like in sketch A.41.

• Newbie label when one has installed the app recently
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• Early adaptor label when one usually uses or installs the newest apps

• Usage type: low, medium or heavy user

• Average usage time per day with maximum and minimum of friends

• Scale from old school to geeky with a marker showing one’s position

• Number of currently installed apps with minimum and maximum val-
ues with dates

• Top three most used apps

The sketches described before served as basis for the following study.

4.5. Evaluation of possible visualisations

A study with the main goal of catching people’s reaction to the already drawn
sketches of different data types and visualisations was conducted. Another
goal was to get visualisation ideas and suggestions for improvement from the
participants stimulated by these sketches.

4.5.1. Design

Participants

The prerequisite for the participation in this study was to own a smartphone
to make sure that everybody was familiar with the concept of an app. Friends,
colleagues and flatmates were recruited as volunteer participants. There were
seven participants A to G, two female ones, as can be seen in table 4.1. The
age was ascertained by asking the people. Its range went from 20 to 25, with
an average of 22.857 and a median of 24. This represents the main target group
of the app. The participants were students of diverse branches.

Participant Gender Age Subject

A Female 24 Psychology
B Male 24 Mechatronics
C Male 20 Tourism
D Male 24 Philosophy and mathematics
E Female 25 Translation and interpretation
F Male 22 Media computer science
G Male 21 Computer science

Table 4.1.: Participants of the study

Materials

The paper sketches of the first ten visualisation categories A to J as shown in
section 4.4 were used to illustrate the visualisation ideas. The visualisations
of the last two categories were discarded because most of them had been re-
arranged into prior matching categories. Additionally, a drawn mind map of the
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app’s general features was shown as visual aid. For the sake of completeness,
this map can be found in the appendix in figure A.42 on page 49.

Procedure

The study consisted of an informal, open-ended interview which was conducted
in German. According to the book Interaction Design: beyond human-computer
interaction by Yvonne Rogers et al. [10] (pages 228-229), open-ended or un-
structured interviews are ”exploratory and more like conversations around a
particular topic [but] they often go into considerable depth”. Hence, mainly
open questions were posed and only a plan of the main topics existed. Sketches
were shown on paper. Every answer, comment and peculiar reaction was noted
by pen and paper. The course of the study was as follows.

1. The possible functionality of the AppScrobbler app was explained to the
participant. This included the fact that part of the app would be running
in the background all the time to log which app is being used in the
foreground because this could be a limitation.

2. Demographic data including age, sex and subject were ascertained by
asking the person.

3. The participant was asked which app they thought they used most at that
moment to get a quick idea of their usage.

4. For the same reason, the person had to describe their app usage in one
single word.

5. The participant had to think of ideas of what they wanted to get shown
of the app usage data of themself or of her friends. The mind map in
figure A.42 was shown as memory aid.

6. The discussion about the visualisation ideas took place by going through
the paper sketches. When the person did not talk of their own, they were
asked an open question about the current drawing to bring her up for
discussion.

7. The participant had to tell if they had privacy issues in mind if none had
been risen during the discussion.

8. The person was asked if they would be interested in downloading the raw
data.

9. At the end, the participant was asked to list the data visualisations that
had struck their mind.

After seven people were interviewed, the data was analysed. The ideas and
remarks were categorized. By starting with the data of the first participants,
categories of comments emerged. The positive and negative reactions to each
sketch and category were counted.
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4.5.2. Results

WhatsApp was mentioned by three participants as most used app followed by
other apps each mentioned only once: Browser, Castle Clash, Music Player
and Facebook. The following words were used to describe the personal app us-
age. Words targeting communication including ”coniditional”, ”communicate”,
”conservative”, ”communication” were used by four participants. Others men-
tioned ”play”, ”simplification” and ”regular”. Suggested visualisations and the
observation of the reactions to the sketched ideas follow.

A. Usage time over the day per app, of the average or of the sum of all the
apps

To the bar chart in sketch A.1, five participants responded positively and
two negatively. Six participants liked the line chart in sketch A.2 while
one disliked it. Participant G was not in favour of the bar chart at first
because he reported that he knew well what he had used. However, he and
participant A said they liked the idea of comparing apps and themselves
with friends. In contrast, participant D showed no interest at all in this
kind of visualisation. Participants B and G mentioned the idea of linking
such kind of data with the battery state.

B. Usage time per day per app or of the average of all the apps

Two participants were in favour of a line chart like in sketch A.3. Parti-
cipants B and F stated they preferred graphs to simple numbers, like in
sketches A.1 and A.2, because they offered more room for interpretation.
Both suggested to add a line indicating the average of everybody. Parti-
cipant A and G found the graphs too clouded an proposed an option to set
the time interval oneself. Furthermore, two participants stated their idea
of being able to zoom in and out of graphs like in sketch A.6. Two par-
ticipants were in favour of and two were opposed to the high score table
showing one’s friends like in sketch A.7. Participant E explained that she
feared to become aware of excessive usage. Participants D and G desired
the ability to filter by a specific app. In contrast, participant G did not
want to publish his general phone usage time because he was afraid of his
friends assessing him as addict. The scatter plot in sketch A.8 was disliked
by two people. Participant A said it would be easy for her as a scientist
to understand this kind of graphs but others could take a longer time or
misinterpret the data. Participant A liked the scale in sketch A.9 because
it would give a quick first impression about the phone usage. Participant G
proposed to add an average marker of every user to the scale.

C. Total usage time of one app or of all the apps

Three participants preferred the visual representation with circles like in
sketch A.11 to the first literal one like in sketch A.10. Participants D and
F proposed to add a circle of a representative group. Concerning the high
score table in sketch A.12, participant E mentioned that she could use this
to check if her friends used their phone much. Participants B and G said
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they did not want to know this kind of information as both were afraid of
their amount of wasted life time.

D. List of most used apps of oneself or of (oneself with) friends

Participant C was thrilled by this feature in general. The additional trend
indicators were found useful by two participants. However, the social indic-
ators were received negatively by three people. Furthermore, participant G
appreciated the idea of a category filter. Participant B drove the idea of
filtering even further by suggesting filtering by typing an app name. Three
participants responded negatively and two positively to the comparison with
friends. Participant E explained that it would offer the possibility to find
new apps. Two participants suggested showing additional data on touch
instead of overcrowding the screen with numbers or charts directly.

E. Stereotypes

Two participants reacted negatively and three positively to the idea in gen-
eral. On the negative side, participant B called the categorization childish.
Participant F mentioned that he would have a look at this probably only
once. On the positive side, it was described as playful and funny. Three
participants preferred the bar chart in sketch A.20 to both other graph types
in sketches A.21 and A.22. In contrast, one person liked the pie chart in
sketch A.21 most. Participant C suggested to expand the game categories
and to explain the type names in detail.

F. List of most launched apps of oneself or of (oneself with) friends

One participant was in favour of and one opposed to this idea. Two people
suggested combining it somehow with the first category. Participant B
proposed to show the launches per hours too.

G. Number of installed apps

Five participants responded positively and one negatively to this idea in
general. Participant A mentioned that she did not install a lot of apps but
that it could be more interesting for power users. Participant D explained
that he did not remove his unused apps right away. Participant E confirmed
this by adding that she installed a lot of apps when she set up her phone
for the first time but only rarely cleaned up.

H. Communication information

Three people liked the idea of a scale ranging from old school to geeky like
in sketch A.29. To the reachability visualisations, five participants reacted
positively. Participant G was not so delighted by it because he thought that
he knew this of good friends already. Two people raised privacy concerns.
Participant E explained that she did not want to be reachable all the time.

I. Location and real time data

One participant liked to have a list of apps used around the current location
like in sketch A.34. Concerning the live tracking like in sketches A.35 and
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A.36, one person liked and five disliked the idea. Privacy concerns were
always given as reason. Both other ideas in sketches A.37 and A.38, the
coloured usage map and the app usage distribution over different contexts,
were only positively commented by one person each.

J. Calendar

Five participants responded positively but one, participant D called it graph-
ical candy. Participant F suggested including the events from the standard
calendar to have some context information in it.

Category Number of votes

A 1
B 1 + 1 only for the high score table
C 0
D 2
E 3
F 1
G 0
H 0 + 2 only for the reachability ideas
I 1
J 0

Table 4.2.: Ideas having left a big impression

After commenting every idea, participants had to tell the visualisations which
had left a big impression. Category E regrouping the stereotype ideas was
mentioned the most as can be seen in table 4.2. During the whole study,
six participants had raised privacy concerns. Three mentioned concerns when
being confronted with location tracking and another three with app usage live
logging. Two people did not like the idea of exposing their complete app usage
to their friends and another two did not want to show reachability information.
Concerning the feature idea of exporting the raw data, six people were not
interested and only one person was.

4.5.3. Discussion

Smartphones seem to still be used foremost for communication as most par-
ticipants mentioned WhatsApp, an online messenger, as their most used app
and because the single word describing the phone usage was mostly related to
communication. This observation had already been made by Matthias Böhmer
et al. [1]. The idea of displaying data in real time was interesting but with
the available library not viable since app usage data is collected locally and
only periodically uploaded to the server. Due to the risen privacy issues, there
had to be found a trade-off between the tracked data and the privacy. As the
location showed no big advantage to most participants, it will not be tracked
by the AppScrobbler app. To fulfil the concerns about exposing the whole own
app usage to friends, only aggregated data will be shared and privacy options
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Figure 4.1.: Bar chart of the usage time per day for each application taken from
the paper by Trinh-Minh-Tri Do et al. [5].

will be implemented. The radar charts and scatter plots received mostly bad
feedback because they were difficult to understand and perceived as too sci-
entific. Furthermore, the radar chart showing the stereotypes could quickly
become too dense if many types were shown. The total usage time of an app
should not be used for visualisations because the measuring only starts after
installing the app and the apps installed afterwards would be weighted unfairly
against the already installed longer used apps. As a result, a kind of high score
list of oneself and one’s friends will make more sense when the average usage
times mentioned in category B rather than the total usage times mentioned in
category C are used. When having a look at average usage times per day, it is
also possible to divide the day further, e.g. into morning, afternoon, evening
and night like in in figure 4.1.

4.6. User interface

Before the programming began, the needed screens were listed and wireframes
were sketched to have a presentation for the user interface. The sketches of
the visualisations which received the most positive feedback served as a basis.
Furthermore, the design conventions and possibilities on Android were taken
into account. Users should feel comfortable by using the same design building
blocks found in native and other apps. The most noticeable element on every
screen is the action bar on the top providing the user with the main options
such as returning to the previous screen. For the sake of completeness, the
wireframes can be found in the appendix A on page 50.

From the home screen seen in figure 4.2(a) one can reach the four main
visualisations. A touch on My phone usage leads to the phone usage calendar
seen in figure 4.2(c). A tap on My most used apps leads to the most used apps
lists seen in figure 4.2(e). A touch on My type leads to the stereotypes seen in
figure 4.2(h). A tap on My friends leads to the friends list seen in figure 4.2(j).
The option to share a screenshot by intent with other apps is available in the
action bar of every visualisation screen.
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4.6. User interface

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k)

Figure 4.2.: Walkthrough of an interaction

At the bottom of the home screen seen in figure 4.2(a), there is a Facebook
login button. After the login with Facebook, the button changes so that one can
log out from the same screen seen in figure 4.2(b). By pressing the hardware
Menu button, the user can reach the option to hide particular apps from friends
and an About screen with a short description of the app and digital attributions
of the used images.
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In the month view of the phone usage calendar seen in figure 4.2(c), the
background colour intensity of the day cells represents one’s intensity of usage.
The stronger the red colour is, the longer one has used one’s phone that day. A
touch on a day leads to the day view seen in figure 4.2(d). The blue bars show
one’s usage times per hour of the selected day. The pink indicators show the
average usage times per hour over all the days.

The most used apps are listed over the last 24 hours, week, month and all
the time sorted by usage time by default. A touch on the button with the
two arrows in the action bar changes the data between usage times seen in
figure 4.2(e) and launch frequencies seen in figure 4.2(f). A tap on a row opens
a pop-up with its app icon, name, a link to Google Play and a link to the
settings’ app page, if the app is installed, seen in figure 4.2(g).

The stereotypes are represented as bar chart with percentages ordered by
the most matching seen in figure 4.2(h). They are based on the 44 different
app categories from Google Play by average usage time per day. A touch on a
stereotype designation opens a pop-up with an explanation seen in figure 4.2(i).
A complete list of the types and their descriptions is available in the appendix A
from page 53.

The list of one’s friends and oneself is sorted by the average usage time per
day of the selected app seen in figure 4.2(j). The drop-down menu enables the
user to select an app and show only users of this app sorted by their average
usage time. A touch on a row opens a pop-up with a picture and the name of the
friend as well as the reachability information seen in figure 4.2(k). By pressing
the hardware Menu button, the user can reach the option to hide particular
apps from friends. This screen lists the own apps with checkboxes which the
user can select to hide an app.
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In the first section of this chapter, the used hardware and software frameworks
are described. Then, the technical part of the implementation follows in the
second section.

5.1. Hardware and frameworks

The Android developer website1 holds a lot of useful documentation about
app development. For programming, the integrated development environment
(IDE) Eclipse2 was used with the Android Development Tools (ADT) plugin3

and the Android SDK4. Most of the testing happened on a Samsung Galaxy
S4 Mini with Android 4.3.1 Jelly Bean. Some tests were also conducted on
virtual devices running earlier versions of the operating system to verify the
functionality of the integrated Android Support Library5.

5.1.1. Android SDK

The Android SDK4 is essential for the mobile application development. It
provides developers with the API6 libraries and tools necessary to build, test
and debug Android apps.

The main app components used in this work are described in the following.
An Activity provides a single screen with which the user can interact in order
to achieve something. Normally, an application is composed of several Activity
classes which can start each other. An Activity can hold and swap one or
more Fragment objects which represent each only a portion of user interface.
Therefore, a Fragment must always be embedded in an Activity. Activity

and Fragment classes can use loaders to asynchronously load data. Loaders keep
their data and automatically gather new results when their sources’ content
changes. In this work, a CursorLoader is used when a list needs to be filled. A
hierarchy of ViewGroup and View objects represents the graphical user interface.
View objects are usually user interface widgets such as buttons and ViewGroup

objects are invisible View containers which define their child’s layout.

1http://developer.android.com/index.html. 31.03.2014.
2http://www.eclipse.org/. 31.03.2014.
3http://developer.android.com/tools/sdk/eclipse-adt.html. 31.03.2014.
4http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html. 31.03.2014.
5http://developer.android.com/tools/support-library/index.html. 31.03.2014.
6application programming interface
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5. Implementation

5.1.2. Android Support Library

The Android Support Library7 is a set of code libraries which provide backward-
compatibility for features introduced by newer Android API versions for older
ones. This enables developers to reach more users by supporting the devices
with an older Android version too. In this app, it was integrated to support
older devices from Android version 2.3 Gingerbread onwards.

5.1.3. AppScrobbler library

The library for developers for integration into their app is made available by the
AppScrobbler project. As described in the workshop paper by Matthias Böhmer
et al. [2], the library has been developed on Android due to the platform’s
openness and its ability to access data from the sensors, about the device itself
and application’s life cycle events. It is implemented as a background process
running as a service which traces context information that is available directly
on the user’s device. The following events are logged by registering listeners:

• Boot and power off of the device

• Installation, update and removal of apps

• Addition or removal of widgets to one of the home screens in the launcher

• Turning screen of the device on and off

• App usage with package name, launch time and runtime in milliseconds

With every event, the following device information are also saved:

• Screen resolution

• Orientation (portrait/landscape)

• Headphones state

• Model name

• Android API level

• Version of the used AppScrobbler library

Additionally, regular snapshots of the installed and launchable apps are done.
Optionally, the following context information is tracked:

• Battery: power state (charging or not) and power level

• Wifi state (on/off)

• Bluetooth state (on/off)

• Location: longitude, latitude and altitude with accuracy information and
country code

7http://developer.android.com/tools/support-library/index.html. 31.03.2014.
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Since the Android operating system can report the most recently started
apps and only one app is in the state of being used due to the fact that only
one app is shown to the user, we can get to know the app with which he is
currently interacting. The sampling rate of the library is 2 Hertz, i.e. it collects
data every 500 milliseconds in a loop that starts automatically as soon as the
device’s screen is turned on and stops when the screen is turned off again. The
measured data is written to a local database and only periodically uploaded to
the server. In the case of connectivity failure, the data is kept in the database
and attached to the next transmission. The main drawback of the library is
that it does not track background applications that are not interacted with
through a graphical user interface, e.g. apps playing music in the background.

5.1.4. Facebook SDK

The Facebook SDK8 provides support for the login with Facebook authentica-
tion and user interface elements but also reading and writing to its API. It is
based on a RESTful interface explained in chapter 2. In this app, it provides
the needed social network integration needed to determine who of the user’s
friends is using the app too.

5.2. Procedure

The visualisations were added consecutively, one with each version of the alpha
phase and the last one with the first beta version, as described in the iterative
design process in chapter 4. The main reason behind releasing a version with
only one implemented visualisation was that some people started the app usage
data collection to simplify the later testing of new features. The library was
integrated and configured so that it only collects the mandatory data, i.e. no
optional data like location information.

The Java source code was extensively annotated. Classes, interfaces, methods
and fields were described. In complicated code sections, comments on every few
lines explained what had been done.

The Facebook SDK provides the social network integration. At the bottom
of the home screen, there is a Facebook login button. When the user logs in,
their and their friends’ Facebook IDs are queried. Their ID is saved on the
server through the library. The IDs of his friends are compared to previous
entries on the server and a list of friends using the app is returned and stored
in a local database.

When moving to one of the main four data visualisation screens from the
home screen as seen in figure 5.1, an update of the data is requested through the
library. As soon as the JSON result is received from the library, an asynchronous
parser implemented as AsyncTask is started to store the data into the database
and to not block the user interface. During the parsing, an activity indicator is
shown to the user. If the update succeeds, the user interface is refreshed. On
failure, an error dialog is shown to the user.

8https://developers.facebook.com/docs/android/. 31.03.2014.
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Figure 5.1.: Overview of the main elements

The month and the day screens of the phone usage calendar are imple-
mented as Fragment and swapped on user interaction. Both display a self-
developed View as only interface component that fetches the data from the
database and draws the layout. The month screen had to recognize hori-
zontal swipe gestures to change the shown month and simple touches to se-
lect a day. This was achieved by developing a touch listener extending the
SimpleOnGestureListener.

Figure 5.2.: Most used apps lists

The most used apps of different time periods are available as seen in figure 5.2.
Using a PagerTitleStrip inside a ViewPager, scrollable tabs leading to the
different lists were realized. The individual lists instantiate a class extending
ListFragment with different parameters. A CursorLoader fetches the data
asynchronously in order to not block the user interface. Upon a touch on a
row, a pop-up of the selected app implemented as DialogFragment gives the
user the possibility to open the app page in Google Play or in the system
settings, if they are available.

The stereotypes are shown as bar chart ordered by the most matching type.
A self-developed View queries the data from the database and draws the graph.
For every app category, the average usage time per day of each fitting app is
added up. Then, the total sum is used to calculate the percentages. A touch
on a type designation opens a pop-up with an explanation created with the
AlertDialog.Builder class. The designation and description of each type is
linked to the unique app category name. A list of all the types is available in
the appendix A from page 53.

The friends list is ordered by the average usage time per day of the selected
app. The data is loaded asynchronously by a CursorLoader. A touch on a
row opens a pop-up implemented as DialogFragment with the reachability in-
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formation of the selected friend. For the specific time of contact suggestion, the
maximum of the average usage time per hour is taken for every communication
app. Then, the maximum from these values is taken and the corresponding
hour and app is shown. For the general contact suggestion, the communication
app with the highest average usage time per day is taken. Since browsers are
also ordered into the Communication category in Google Play but are not only
used for this purpose, the most popular are filtered out.

By pressing the hardware Menu button in the home or friends list screen, the
user can reach the option to hide particular apps from friends. This screen lists
the own apps with a checkbox which the user can select to hide an app. The
chosen apps are then sent through the library to the server and stored there.
Upon the next data update requests, these apps are filtered out server-side.
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6. Conclusion

To finish this thesis, the main topics are summarized in the first section of this
chapter. An outlook over the next steps and possible enhancements is given in
the last section.

6.1. Summary

In this thesis, the conceptualisation and realization of the mobile application
AppScrobbler which gives users insight into their own app usage was described.
After the AppScrobbler project of which this work is part and the available
data were explained, visualisations were thought of. With the aid of the results
of the study that evaluated the ideas, the requirements were set. Then, the
user interface was elaborated in detail with the help of wireframes which served
as basis for the implementation. Test versions were tried out by a group of
people whose feedback was valuable for the further development. Half of the
twelve invited testers tried the app out and provided feedback. Bug reports
and suggestions for improvement were collected and reacted to. However, most
proposals were made during live demonstrations, such as the addition of indic-
ating the average usage times per hour as small lines in the day view of the
phone usage calendar. At the end, the intentionally planned features and most
suggestions were implemented.

6.2. Outlook

In the near future, the app could leave the beta phase in accordance with
the AppScrobbler project team. This could be accompanied by the release of
the library for app developers and of the website offering similar visualisations
which are optimized to larger screens for users, developers and researchers. User
suggestions and especially bug reports should also be paid attention to.

Later, the app could be enhanced by new features and visualisations. The
number of installations and removals of every day could be added to the month
view of the phone usage calendar. Furthermore, a column chart could show
the usage time over the day per app with a line indicating the average of every
user. Besides, trend indicators could be added to every row in the most used
apps lists. Types based on artificial categories could expand the stereotypes,
e.g. Surfer for using browsers, Tweaker for using the settings or Early adaptor
if the user has installed the newest apps. Or, a scale could indicate one’s usage
time ranging from low to high usage using the average usage time per day which
is 59.23 minutes according to Böhmer et al. [1]. Another improvement would
be the replacement of the designation of the time period ”All the time” in the
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6. Conclusion

most used apps screen by ”Since” plus the date when the logging has started.
However, the further development of the AppScrobbler library is required for
most enhancements.

Finally, researchers should be encouraged by this work to make the collected
data of large-scale studies more transparent by adding data visualisations to
their mobile logger application. In this way, participants would get valuable
insights into their own data in return for their participation. If the researchers
fear that such representations could influence the usage behaviour, they could
make them available after the end of the data collection.
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A. Appendix

This chapter gives extra details for the sake of completeness. The sketches of
possible visualisations and a mind map used during the study are followed by the
wireframes. Then, the stereotypes are listed with their explanatory description
used in the AppScrobbler app. They are based on the app categories from
Google Play which may change some time or other. At the end, the released
versions of the app are mentioned with their changes.

Sketches

Sketch A.1.: Usage time over the day per app, of the average or of the sum of
all the apps as bar chart

Sketch A.2.: Usage time over the day per app, of the average or of the sum of
all the apps as line chart to add lines of friends’ app usage or of
other own apps for comparison
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A. Appendix

Sketch A.3.: Average usage time per day with minimum and maximum values
with their dates

Sketch A.4.: Average usage time per day with minimum and maximum values
of friends with their name and a picture of them

Sketch A.5.: Usage time per day per app or of the average of all the apps as
bar chart over a period of time like days, weeks or months

Sketch A.6.: Usage time per day per app or of the average of all the apps as
line chart to add lines of friends’ app usage or of other own apps
for comparison
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Sketch A.7.: A kind of high score table showing one’s friends’ name and picture
ordered by the average usage time, maybe labelled as ”addicts”

Sketch A.8.: Scatter plot with the number of the installed apps assigned to
the horizontal axis and with the average smartphone usage time
assigned to the vertical axis showing one’s and one’s friends’ data

Sketch A.9.: Scale reaching from low to high with a marker indicating one’s
average smartphone usage time

Sketch A.10.: Total usage time of one app or of all the apps in weeks, days,
hours, minutes and seconds, with minimum and maximum values
of friends with their name and a picture of them
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Sketch A.11.: Total usage time of one app or of all the apps as circles - the
biggest value is represented as the biggest circle and the second
biggest value as circle contained in the first one and so on - with
the friends’ name for comparison

Sketch A.12.: A kind of high score table showing one’s friends’ name and picture
ordered by the total usage time, maybe labelled as ”addicts”
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Sketch A.13.: List of the own most used apps of the last 24 hours (today), the
last week, the last month and all the time
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Sketch A.14.: List of the own most used apps of the last 24 hours (today), the
last week, the last month and all the time with an app category
selection to filter the shown apps

Sketch A.15.: List of the own most used apps of the last 24 hours (today), the
last week, the last month and all the time with trend indicators
comparing the shown data to the same previous period of time
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Sketch A.16.: List of the own most used apps of the last 24 hours (today), the
last week, the last month and all the time with friend app usage
indicators showing the number of friends using an app more and
less than oneself

Sketch A.17.: List of most used apps with usage times of the last 24 hours
(today), last week, last month and all the time summed up over
oneself and one’s friends
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Sketch A.18.: List of friends with their name and a picture of them as well
as their most used app per day; The commonly most used app is
shown in the first row. This representation would also be possible
per week or per month.
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Sketch A.19.: List of apps with usage times per day summed up over oneself and
one’s friends; The expandable rows show how much time each of
one’s friends spent with an app as simple list or as pie chart. This
visualisation would also be possible per week or per month.
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Sketch A.20.: Stereotypes as bar chart ordered by one’s best matching app usage
type

Sketch A.21.: Stereotypes as pie chart

Sketch A.22.: Stereotypes as radar chart with up to 100% for each type.
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Sketch A.23.: List of most launched apps

Sketch A.24.: Current number of installed apps with minimum and maximum
values with dates

Sketch A.25.: Current number of installed apps with minimum and maximum
values of friends with with their name and a picture of them

Sketch A.26.: Number of installed apps over the time as line chart
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Sketch A.27.: Number of installed apps over the time as line chart with the
option to add lines of friends’ data

Sketch A.28.: Scatter plot with the number of apps assigned to the horizontal
axis and the percent of friends having installed the amount of
apps assigned to the vertical axis; The own data point is shown
as a cross on the curve.

Sketch A.29.: Scale ranging between the two types old school - a person calling
mainly by the standard phone app and texting by SMS - and
geeky - a person communicating over the internet by VOIP and
text messaging apps - with a marker showing one’s position

Sketch A.30.: Communication / reachability over the day as line chart
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Sketch A.31.: Communication / reachability over the day as heat map stripe
showing the hours as coloured squares and the colour intensity
increases with the reachability

Sketch A.32.: Current reachability of a user by app

Sketch A.33.: Reachability of a user by the best time

Sketch A.34.: List of apps used around the current location by friends or by
everybody
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Sketch A.35.: Real-time map with markers indicating one’s friends’ actual po-
sition and which app they are using in real time

Sketch A.36.: List of one’s friends with the app they are currently using

Sketch A.37.: Map with regions coloured by the intensity of usage of an app of
everybody or of the sum of oneself and one’s friends
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Sketch A.38.: App usage distribution over home, work place and on the move,
automatically deduced from the location data

Sketch A.39.: Month view of a calendar with days coloured by phone usage
intensity and with app installations and removals indicated as
small icons with numbers of occurrences
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Sketch A.40.: App page summarizing a variety of already described information
of a particular app

Sketch A.41.: App page summarizing a variety of already described information
of a particular user
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Mind map

Figure A.42.: Mind map of the app’s planned general features shown to the
participants of the study
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Wireframes

Wireframe A.43.: Home

Wireframe A.44.: Phone usage calendar; A touch on a day of the month view
(on the left) leads one to the day view (on the right). The
bars show one’s usage times per hour of the selected day.
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A. Appendix

Wireframe A.46.: Stereotypes; The stereotypes are represented as bar chart
ordered by the most matching (on the left). A touch on a
stereotype designation opens a pop-up with an explanation
(on the right).

Wireframe A.47.: Friends list; One’s friends are listed by the average usage
time per day of the selected app (on the left). A touch on
a row opens a pop-up with the reachability information (on
the right).
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Stereotypes

Application category types

Category Type designation Type description

Books & Reference Bookworm A bookworm uses a lot of apps
of the Books & Reference cat-
egory like book readers, refer-
ence books, text books, dic-
tionaries, thesaurus and wikis.

Business Leader A leader uses a lot of apps
of the Business category like
document editor and reader,
package tracking, remote
desktop, email management
and job search.

Comics Comic reader A comic reader uses a lot of
apps of the Comics category
like comic readers and comic
titles.

Communication Networker A networker uses a lot of
apps of the Communication
category like messaging,
chat, dialers, address books,
browsers and call manage-
ment.

Education Pupil A pupil uses a lot of apps
of the Education category
like exam preparations, study-
aids, vocabulary, educational
games and language learning.

Entertainment Clown A clown uses a lot of apps of
the Entertainment category.

Finance Banker A banker uses a lot of apps
of the Finance category like
banking, payment, ATM find-
ers, financial news, insurance,
taxes, portfolio and trading as
well as tip calculators.

Health & Fitness Sexy person A sexy person uses a lot of
apps of the Health & Finance
category like personal fitness,
workout tracking, diet and nu-
tritional tips as well as health
and safety.
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Category Type designation Type description

Libraries & Demo Library guru A library guru uses a lot of
apps of the Libraries & Demo
category like software libraries
used by other apps.

Lifestyle Hipster A hipster uses a lot of apps
of the Lifestyle category like
recipes and style guides.

Live wallpapers Aesthetic person An aesthetic person uses a lot
of live wallpapers.

Media & Video Media consumer A media consumer uses a
lot of apps of the Media &
Video category like subscrip-
tion movie services, remote
controls as well as media and
video players.

Medical Doctor A doctor uses a lot of apps of
the Medical category like drug
and clinical references, calcu-
lators, handbooks for health-
care providers as well as med-
ical journals and news.

Music & Audio Music lover A music lover uses a lot of
apps of the Music & Au-
dio category like music ser-
vices, radios and music play-
ers. Unfortunately AppScrob-
bler does not recognize your
player running in the back-
ground.

News & Magazines Know-all A know-all uses a lot of apps
of the News & Magazines cat-
egory like newspapers, news
aggregators, magazines and
blogging.

Personalization Individualist An individualist uses a lot
of apps of the Personalization
category like wallpapers, live
wallpapers, home screen, lock
screen and ringtones.
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Category Type designation Type description

Photography Photographer A photographer uses a lot
of apps of the Photography
category like camera apps,
photo editing, management
and sharing tools like cam-
eras, photo editing tools,
photo management and shar-
ing.

Productivity Never sleeping person A never sleeping person uses a
lot of apps of the Productivity
category like notepad, to do
list, keyboard, printing, cal-
endar, backup, calculator and
conversion.

Shopping Shopper A shopper uses a lot of
apps of the Shopping category
like online shopping, auctions,
coupons, price comparisons,
grocery lists and product re-
views. Google Play is part of
this category too.

Social Socialist A socialist uses a lot of apps of
the Social category like social
networing, check-in and blog-
ging.

Sports Fan A fan uses a lot of apps of
the Sports category like sports
news and commentary, score
tracking, fantasy team man-
agement as well as game cov-
erage.

Tools Worker A worker uses a lot of apps of
the Tools category.

Transportation Ecowarrior An ecowarrior uses a lot of
apps of the Transportation
category.

Travel & Local Tourist A tourist uses a lot of apps of
the Travel & Local category
like city guides, local business
information and trip manage-
ment tools.

Weather Meteorologist A meteorologist uses a lot of
apps of the Weather category
like weather reports.

Widgets Widget fetishist A widget fetishist uses a lot of
widgets.
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Game category types

Category Type designation Type description

Action Go-getter A go-getter plays a lot of games of
the Action category.

Adventure Adventurer An adventurer plays a lot of games
of the Adventure category.

Arcade Primitive rocks Primitive rocks play a lot of games
of the Arcade category.

Board Bore A bore plays a lot of games of the
Board category.

Card Card holder A card holder plays a lot of games
of the Card category.

Casino Gambler A gambler plays a lot of games of
the Casino category.

Casual Intensive casual gamer An intensive casual gamer plays a
lot of games of the Casual category.

Educational Gaming pupil A gaming pupil plays a lot of games
of the Educational category.

Family Family man A family man plays a lot of games
of the Family category.

Music Mozart A Mozart plays a lot of games of
the Music category.

Puzzle Puzzler A puzzler plays a lot of games of
the Puzzle category.

Racing Speed merchant A speed merchant plays a lot of
games of the Racing category.

Role Playing Schizophrenic A schizophrenic plays a lot of games
of the Role Playing category.

Simulation God A god plays a lot of games of the
Simulation category.

Sports Couch potato A couch sportler plays a lot of
games of the Sports category.

Strategy Strategist A strategist plays a lot of games of
the Strategy category.

Trivia Kindergarden child A kindergarden child plays a lot of
games of the Trivia category.

Word Living dictionary A living dictionary plays a lot of
games of the Word category.
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Releases

There were seven versions including three alpha and four beta versions. To each
released alpha version, a data visualisation was added. When the last one was
added, the beta version phase started. The next beta versions focused on bug
fixing as well as on feature polishing and improving.

• 0.1 alpha released on 23rd January 2014

From the visualisations, the most used apps feature was implemented.
The Facebook login mechanism worked but does not yielded any benefits
yet.

• 0.2 alpha released on 28th January 2014

The stereotypes visualisation was added. A screen rotation crash of the
most used apps visualisation was fixed.

• 0.3 alpha released on 4th February 2014

The friends list with the reachability information was added. It is neces-
sary to login via Facebook to get one’s friends. A dialog which informs the
user on having no active internet connection was added. Therefore, the
permission ACCESS NETWORK STATE which allows the app to access
network information is required.

• 0.4 beta released on 22nd February 2014

The last visualisation, the phone usage calendar and the option to hide
apps from friends were added. The Android support library was integ-
rated to support older devices with the OS version 2.3 Gingerbread on
(API version 9). In the most used apps list, the entries with usage times
and launch frequency being zero no longer appeared.

• 0.4.1 beta released on 23rd February 2014

The crash occurring after upgrading to the latest version was fixed. The
database had not been updated correctly and queries to it failed.

• 0.4.2 beta released on 8th March 2014

Some text was changed. Due to connectivity problems, the integrated
library was updated. The total usage time of a day was added to the day
view of the phone usage calendar. On semi-transparent backgrounds, the
colour of the text had been made stronger.

• 0.4.3 beta released on 28th March 2014

All the integrated libraries were updated. In the month view of the phone
usage calendar, the colour mapping was improved. New stereotypes were
added because Google Play had been extended by many new game cat-
egories.
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